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Abstract. The goal of the study is to analyze the role of both the grain size distribution and the
crystallographic texture on the plastic deformation. Data consist, on one hand, in tensile curves obtained for
commercially pure titanium samples elaborated to correspond at several mean grain sizes and textures. Data
consist, on the other hand, in calculated tensile curves using a crystal plasticity EVPSC model modified to
include grain size effects. The trend for the yield stresses and the initial plateaus are satisfying showing that the
effects of grain size are captured in the model. Under the conditions used in the model the hardening is however
not enough grain size dependent when compared with experiments.






1. Introduction
Since decades the plastic deformation of polycrystalline materials has been studied from a very large
number of experiments as well as from many model calculations [1, 2] in order to understand in details
the mechanisms which govern this deformation and to have predictive tools. It was recognized very
soon that the texture is a key factor for the plastic behavior. Although known at the macroscopic level
(Hall-Petch relationship for example), the role of the mean grain size and the grain size distribution
have attracted less attention. Only few papers consider the effects of both texture and grain size
distribution on the mechanical behavior (e.g., [3-8]). The goal of the present paper is to contribute to a
better understanding of the combined role of crystallographic texture and grain size during plastic
deformation. For that purpose a set of specimens showing various microstructures was prepared,
characterized using a FEG-SEM (with EBSD) and then submitted to tensile tests. The used material
was cp (commercially pure) titanium (grade 2). On the other hand a crystal plasticity model, EVPSC
(elasto-visco-plastic self-consistent) type [9], was modified to include grain size effects. The
comparison of the experimental and simulated results was used to clarify the respective role of the
texture and grain size.
2. Materials and experiments
2.1 Preparation of the specimens
The as-received material was a 2 mm-thick plate of commercially pure titanium (Ti grade 2 or T40
according to TIMET*) in a fully recrystallized state with a mean grain size of about 10 µm. Specimens
cut off from this plate were cold rolled, most of the time along the previous RD (Rolling Direction)
and in a few cases along the previous TD (Transverse Direction). After the deformation, the specimens
were annealed under various conditions in a furnace working under secondary vacuum. The conditions
of preparation for the seven selected specimens used in this study are reported in Table 1. The
specimens had a dog bone shape (total length 43 mm) and could be put entirely in a FEG-SEM.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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2.2 Microstructural characterization of the specimens
The microstructural characterization of these specimens was made by using EBSD maps. An example
of such maps is presented at Figure 1. From each EBSD map a set of grains was extracted. The size
and the orientation of each grain were determined using a post-processing software (Chanel 5* or
JTEX*). Dm, in Table 1, is the mean grain size. In all the cases the specimens were fully recrystallized.
Table 1: List of the seven specimens, their preparation conditions, some metallurgical data and some
mechanical characteristics (the quantities related to mechanical properties are defined in section 2.4)
σe

σmax

ε*

MPa

(%)

2.1

485

21.7

383

4.7

436

22.3

4.8

331

1.0

442

16.4

3262

9.8

354

-

494

14.6

730°C – 2 h

3262

9.8

375

2.0

440

9.7

// RD

740°C – 2 h

4075

11.7

353

-

466

18.4

// RD

840°C – 4 h

1273

21.3

282

-

484

18.8

Specimen
name

Cold rolling

reduction

Rolling
direction

Annealing
conditions

Number
of grains

Dm
(μm)

(MPa)

(%)

R_2.8

75%

// RD

500°C–40mn

6254

2.8

390

T_2.8

75%

// TD

500°C–40mn

7328

2.8

R_4.8

75%

// RD

650°C – 1 h

8793

RR_9.8

75%

// RD

730°C – 2 h

RT_9.8

75%

// RD

R_11.7

75%

R_21.3

30%

a) BC (Band Contrast) map

LP1

b) IP (Inverse Pole) map

Figure 1: Part of an EBSD map for the specimen R_2.8 (mean grain size Dm=2.8 μm)
a) BC map b) IP map for the direction RD
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The specimens with the smallest grains were close to the end of the primary recrystallization. Note
that the number in the names of the specimens (Table 1) refers to the mean grain size in microns. For
the two specimens with a mean grain size 9.8 μm, the notations used in Table 1 distinguish the case
rolling // RD and extension // RD (sample RR_9.8) from the case rolling // RD and extension // TD
(sample RT_9.8).
2.3 Texture
For each specimen the data set of the grains (size and orientation) was used to calculate the ODF. An
example is given at figure 2 where the section Phi1=0° is presented for two specimens. The ODF’s
correspond to well known textures for this material [10, 11]. When the grains are small, which means
that the annealing was stopped close to the end of the primary recrystallization, the texture resembles
the deformation one whereas the ‘grain growth texture’ is obtained after heat treatments made at
higher temperatures (see [12] for further information).
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a) Sample R_2.8

b) Sample R_11.7

Contour levels: 1., 2., 3., 4., 5., 6., 7.

Contour levels: 1., 2., 3., 4., 5., 6., 7.

Figure 2: Section Phi1=0° of the ODF for two specimens a) sample R_2.8 b) sample R_11.7

For the simulations which are shown later on, the data consist in a list of grains with, for each one, its
orientation (Euler angles) and its grain diameter Dg.
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2.4 Mechanical characterization
The samples were small dog-bone-shaped specimens (total length L0=43 mm, gauge length Lg=11.0
mm, width w0=3.0 mm, thickness to=0.5 mm). Tensile tests were conducted at ambient temperature on
a Deben Microtest MT10331-1kN tensile machine at a constant displacement speed of 0.5mm/mn
which corresponds to an initial strain rate of 7.5 10-4 s-1. The extension direction was parallel to the last
rolling direction except for the sample RT_9.7 (extension direction // TD). An example of the tensile
curves is shown at Figure 3.


























Figure 3: Engineering stress (MPa), σ_eng, versus engineering strain in %, ε_eng, for the two
specimens R_21.3 (red curve) and R_2.8 (green curve).
Several quantities were extracted from the tensile curves to characterize (and discuss in the
followings) the mechanical behavior: σe is the yield stress, LP1 stands for the length (in %) of the first
plateau which appears sometimes in the beginning of the plastic deformation, σmax is the maximal
engineering stress, ε* is the corresponding engineering strain (in %). These values are reported in
Table 1. We will use also further on the quantity Δσ = σmax - σe to characterize the ‘hardening
amplitude’.
From these experiments two trends were remarked:
i)
ii)

the yield stress increases with decreasing grain size and follows rather well a Hall-Petch
relationship [9, 10],
the ‘hardening amplitude’, Δσ, tends to decrease with decreasing grain size [9].

3. Used model
3.1 Characteristics of the model
The model used to simulate the tensile behavior is the one that was developed in reference [13] to
study hardening mechanisms in cp Ti. It is an EVPSC model based on an affine linearization of the
viscoplastic flow rule and the translated fields technique to formulate the 1-site self-consistent
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approximation [9]. At the level of the single crystal, glide on prismatic, basal, pyramidal <a>, 1st order
pyramidal <c+a> and 2nd order pyramidal <c+a> is considered but not twinning. The slip rates ߛሶ ሺ௦ሻ
result from the Orowan relation where the evolution of mobile dislocation densities and dislocation
velocities are treated separately on each slip system. This allows to account for an initial fast
multiplication of mobile dislocations. It was shown that this setting, together with the consideration of
lower strain-rate sensitivity for prismatic systems, succeeded to reproduce the three-stage hardening
behavior of cp Ti in tensile conditions.
3.2 Taking into account the effects of grain size
In order to take into account grain size effects in the model, two modifications were made in the
constitutive laws. Following references [3-8], the assumption was made that the critical resolved shear
ሺ௦ሻ
stresses (crss) ߬ depends on the individual grain size ܦ in a Hall-Petch type relationship:
ሺ௦ሻ

ሺ௦ሻ

ሺೞሻ

భ

ሺሻ

߬ ൌ ߬  ߤ ሺ௦ሻ ܾ ሺ௦ሻ ටσ ܽሺ௦ሻ ߩ 

(1)

ඥ
ሺ௦ሻ

In this formula, s or l designates the slip system, ߬

the lattice friction stress, ߤ ሺ௦ሻ the directional
ሺሻ

shear modulus, ܾ ሺ௦ሻ the Burgers vector magnitude, ܽሺ௦ሻ interaction coefficients between systems, ߩ
ሺ௦ሻ

forest (or sessile) dislocation density that increases with plastic deformation and ݇ଵ that is thus a
Hall-Petch type slope resolved on the slip system. Note that with this supplementary Hall-Petch -type
term, the crss are different from grain to grain according to their size, the smallest grains being harder
that the largest ones.
The second modification made was based on the idea that, with decreasing grain size, i.e. with
increasing ratio grain boundary area over grain volume, the balance between dislocation absorption
and emission at grains boundaries is changed in favor of absorption. In order to account for this effect,
the dynamic recovery term, which is present within the evolution equation of forest densities [13], was
made grain size dependent as follows:
ሺ௦ሻ

ଵ

ଵ

ሺ௦ሻ

ሺ௦ሻ

ߩሶ  ൌ ሺೞሻ ቆሺೞሻ െ ʹ݇ ܾ ሺ௦ሻ ൬ߩ 

ሺೞሻ

మ

మ

൰ቇ หߛሶ ሺ௦ሻ ห

(2)
ሺ௦ሻ

Through equations (1) and (2), it is seen that ݇ଶ , by influencing the evolution of the forest
dislocation densities, will modify the hardening behavior. k1 and k2 were taken the same for all the slip
ሺ௦ሻ

systems. Their values are reported in Table 2 along with the values of ߬

and ߩ (initial forest


density). The other model’s parameters are the same as in [13].
Table 2: List of the model’s parameters.
ሺ௦ሻ

߬ (MPa)

k1
(MPa.m0.5)

k2

0.114

40

ߩ (m-2)


1012

Prismatic

Basal

Pyr. <a>

100

145

145

1st order pyr.
<c+a>
130

These crss values seem in accordance with some of the data reported in [14].

5

2nd order pyr.
<c+a>
290
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4. Results and discussion
Two examples of simulated tensile curve, compared to the experimental one, are shown at Figure4.








































a) exp. R_11.7 (red) and simu. R_11.7 (green)











b) exp. R_2.8 (red) and simu. R_2.8 (green)

Figure 4: Experimental and simulated tensile curves (σ_eng (MPa) versus ε_eng (%))
a) sample R_11.7 b) sample R_2.8
4.1 Yield stress
The values of the yield stress for experiments and for simulations as function of the mean grain size
are shown in Figure 5. The yield stresses calculated from the Hall-Petch relationship [9] are also
plotted.







































b) Δσ, the ‘hardening amplitude’, (MPa) versus
the grain size (μm); exp. red, simu. blue square

a) Yield stress (MPa) versus the grain size (μm);
exp. red, simu. blue, HP green

Figure 5: Comparison of experimental and calculated values of a) the yield stress b) Δσ (=σmax−σe)
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The calculated yield stresses follow a correct trend which means that the assumption made for the
dependence of the crss on the grain size (eq. 1) is relevant. The main discrepancy arises for the case
where the tensile direction is parallel to TD (sample RT_9.8) due likely to crss which are somewhat
too high for the pyramidal slips.
4.2 First plateau
When an initial plateau exists (see the values of LP1 in Table 1), the model reproduces it but
somewhat shorter (see a typical example in Figure 4b). From the simulations, it is possible to analyze
the activity of the several slip systems in the beginning of the plastic deformation. No plateau appears
when the prismatic slip dominates. A plateau appears when there is a more balanced activity between
prismatic, pyramidal <c+a> and pyramidal <a> slip systems. Under such conditions plastic strain
incompatibilities and the induced internal stresses are strongly decreased. Along with the fast
multiplication of mobile dislocations, this gives rise to an initial state with nearly no hardening.
4.3 Hardening
In all the cases the simulations reproduce correctly the three stages of the hardening rate dσ/dε which
have been described in the literature for tensile experiments [13, 15, 16]. When considering the
‘hardening amplitude’, Δσ, it can be seen in Figure 5b that this quantity is nearly constant in the
simulations whereas it increases with increasing grain size (except for the particular case of extension
along TD – sample RT_9.8). This indicates that the term added in the model, eq. (2), by using a
coefficient k2=40, does not change enough the forest dislocation density rate. In order to produce a
significant effect, one should use a much higher value of this coefficient. A simulation performed with
k2=1000, in a case with small grains (sample T_2.8), shows that Δσ decreases strongly (from 137
MPa, with k2=40, to 30 MPa). In the same time ε*, the limit for homogeneous deformation, decreases
somewhat and is smaller than the experimental value. This way to account for grain size effect in the
hardening behavior should clearly be further calibrated.

5. Conclusion
By considering the tensile curves of a set of cp titanium specimens with several microstructures,
especially with several mean grain sizes, it was recognized that the yield stress depends on the grain
size following a Hall-Petch relationship. The ‘hardening amplitude’, defined as Δσ = σmax - σe, shows
also some dependence with the grain size. If a crystal plasticity model should account for such effects,
it is necessary to include some ‘internal length’ in it. In this study, where a EVPSC model was used, it
was made by adding a term that depends on the individual grain size, in a Hall-Petch manner, to the
crss. The yield stresses obtained in the simulations reproduce rather correctly the experimental values,
which validates up to some extent the assumption for the crss expression. The simulations lead to
interpret the initial plateau, which sometimes appear in the beginning of the plastic deformation, in
terms of combined slip activity compared to the dominant prismatic slip activity when no plateau
arises. To account for the dependence of hardening on the grain size, a supplementary term was added
in the evolution equation of the forest density dislocation. It is expected to amplify the dislocation
absorption when the grain size decreases. The simulations show that the three stages for the hardening
rate are correctly reproduces but that the ‘hardening amplitude’ is not enough sensitive to this
supplementary term. A short test with a higher value of this term highlights that the parameter which
governs the contribution of this term should be significantly increased to obtain more realistic results
for the ‘hardening amplitude’.
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